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A KEY (CHAIN) CALLED FREQUENCY

“Make a joyful noise unto the LORD, all ye lands. Serve the Lord with gladness, come

before his presence with singing. Enter into his gates with thanksgiving, and into his

courts with praise: be thankful unto him, and bless his name.” Psalm 100:1, 2, 4

“Rejoice evermore. Pray without ceasing. In every thing give thanks: for this is the will

of God in Christ Jesus concerning you.” 1Thessalonians 5:16-17

Did you know that the highest frequency emotions are joy, love, passion, happiness

and gratitude, and the ones with the lowest frequency are fear, anger, grief, guilt and

jealousy!? From looking at the above verses and translating the emotions contained in

them in frequencies, we see that the LORD wants us to approach Him in a state of very

high frequency and the reason for that might be His desire of “resonating” with us.

Cambridge Dictionary defines resonate as:

resonate…verb [ I ] US /ˈrez·əˌneɪt/ to produce or be filled with clear,

continuing sound: The noise of the bell resonated through the building.

PHYSICS

An object that resonates reflects sound waves and makes them seem louder.

The emptier the building (us) the better the noise of the bell (the Lord) resonates through

us. An interesting fact about resonance is the ability of the object that resonates with

something to not only reflect the sound waves but to actually make them louder, to

amplify them. This principle of resonance might explain the verse:
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“Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that believeth on me, the works that I do shall he do

also, and greater works than these shall he do; because I go unto my Father.” John

14:12

Recently the Lord showed me a parallel between being in the “Zone” as an athlete and

walking in the Spirit as a Christian. (Staying in the Zone). From the perspective of

frequency, being in the Zone equals with resonating with the Lord, being on His

wavelength and being in sync with Him.

The Key of David (excerpts)

THE TELETYPE MACHINES WORK ON THE SAME PRINCIPLE.

They can even be wirelessly tuned to radio signals. A certain chord is played — a specific

sequence of pre-selected tone signals in a certain key or frequency — a key which

unlocks the door to that distant machine and instantly activates its life. And you hear it

suddenly begin to hum. Its motor begins to run and it trembles with the vibration of

expectancy, awaiting eagerly the message it knows is coming, and for which it was

brought to life — the purpose for which it was created as a means of  communication!

(Tongues and interpretation:)

“IF THOU DIDST BUT KNOW THE TONES THAT I HAVE TO PLAY FOR THEE, thou

wouldst never doubt that thou art My David, that I am thy God!” THE INSTRUMENT

ITSELF HAS NO WILL OF ITS OWN. It is merely yielded — totally yielded to the pre-set

responses of its circuitry designed by the hand of its creator selected and tuned by Him to

respond at His will. It has no energy of its own, unless it is activated by the power selected

by its creator. It cannot pick its own tune or select its own music at its own whim or fancy,

but must respond exactly and accurately only to the tones, and that sequence of tones

which form the chord on that certain frequency for which its creator designed it, so it

can be activated at his will, to perform whatever service the creator desires! —

Determined not by the instrument, but by the creator, at a time selected not by the

instrument, but by its creator, designer and operator, to perform His will, and to

accomplish the task for which it was made!

EVEN YOUR SIMPLE LITTLE TRANSISTOR RADIO or the more complicated telephone

set, work much on these same principles, designed for pre-selected frequency

responses by its creator, when operated properly by the various operators which control

these frequencies, both at the broadcasting station and you at the receiver.

The broadcasting station operates with tremendous power on a certain frequency —

sometimes on several frequencies. But you, the operator of the receiver, need not

have much power or wisdom yourself, but only the simplest of skill to know how to turn

on your own little individual power source, make contact with your own tiny battery —

your own spirit — just a tiny little mini-volt of power or fraction thereof — just enough to

activate your own circuit, and then only enough skill to tune in to the powerful frequency

of the broadcasting station to receive sounds dropped out of the sky! –Tune in, turn on,

and receive His dropouts — or rather, turn on whatever little power or strength of the
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Spirit that you have that He’s already charged your tiny battery with — your own spirit —

so that your circuits might be activated to receive His powerful signals as you tune in to

His messages dropped out of the Heavens! Praise the Lord! Thank You Jesus!

THE HAND OF FAITH TURNS THE KNOB WHICH MAKES THE CONTACT and throws

the switch which turns on what little power you have. The hand of hope tunes with

expectancy feeling for the frequency upon which God is broadcasting, and suddenly His

great broadcasting station booms in with tremendous positive volume and power and

certainty — and the messages come through loud and clear! Hallelujah! BUT IF YOU’RE

NOT SKILLFUL TO TUNE IN YOUR FINE TUNING and absolutely zero in at the dead

center, or rather live center, of God’s perfect frequency-with tremendous

concentration and without distraction — if you allow any other signals to pull you off

course or distort with static, God’s message may become faint, distorted, interrupted,

unclear, or even totally jammed by the static and power of the Enemy! Be sure your

battery is well-charged by His power, fresh and renewed — that your contact is good and

clean and firm — that you’re tuning in attentively, accurately, with patient determination,

waiting even in silence, if need be, while you wait for God’s signal! If you wait with faith

and patience, without distraction, and with the utmost concentration, sooner or later

you’ll receive some of the most beautiful music you’ve ever heard, and some of the most

powerful, thrilling, and amazing messages that will really stir you to action! You’ll dance

to His tunes, and battle according to His signals — His directions — and you’ll know

you’re fulfilling His will — the purpose for which you were created, regardless of the

consequences!

BOTH MY EYES AND EARS ARE EXTREMELY SENSITIVE IN THE SPIRIT. It is as

though the Lord keys up your senses to an extremely high level of sensitivity where you

can hear better and see better — just like He sort of tunes you in, God turns on more

power. Your eyes, ears, and spirit become more sensitive! SOMETIMES THE LORD HAS

EVEN MADE MY SENSE OF SMELL MUCH KEENER. It is like He flips a switch to a

higher frequency that you are not normally sensitive to. He keys it up — like tuning it

up! BEING SENSITIVE IN THE SPIRIT HAS PROBLEMS. If you just want local stations,

it is better not to have a highly sensitive receiver, because that brings in the outside

stations and brings confusion sometimes. Whereas if you want distant stations, you have

a problem, because it makes the local stations so terribly loud, and they just blast you.

That’s why when you’re in the Spirit and very sensitive to the Spirit, you just have to

almost plumb flip out completely into another channel, or otherwise the local, nearby

frequencies nearly blast the daylights out of you, they have such powerful vibrations!

YOU CANNOT BE TUNED IN ON TWO STATIONS AT THE SAME TIME The Devil is

just like another station trying to butt in and cover up, He tries to jam the circuit, to jam

the frequency, so that you can’t hear God’s station. He deliberately tries to come right

in on God’s frequency and jam God’s station with his false signals and false impulses!

THERE IS NOTHING NEW UNDER THE SUN! Everything man ever invented is nothing

but a cheap imitation, a poor plastic counterfeit, or a simple illustration of the realities of

the Spirit. But nevertheless, the Lord allows these inventions even — these discoveries of
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man –they’re not inventions — man didn’t create them — they’re merely a number of

discoveries that a man puts together, that God has already created and revealed to him by

His Spirit. It is like God owns the safe, but He gives man the combination whereby if

he’ll put these numbers together by the hand of faith, he can unlock the treasures that the

Lord has already stored there. He has to play a certain chord in a certain key on

the tumblers of the lock to the Lord’s safe, in order to cause it to open to reveal the riches

within.”

I’ll stop here with the first use of the Key of Frequency, that should predominantly be used

to align our frequency to His broadcasting station and clearly hear His voice, opening His

safe to receive his riches.

Submitted to MB by Sam

 

 


